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ABSTRACT

Water vapor is an atmospheric component of major interest in atmospheric science, because it

affects the energy budget and plays a key role in the several atmospheric processes. The

Amazonian region is one of the most humid on the planet and land use change is able to affect the

hydrologic cycle in several areas and consequently to generate severe modifications in the global

climate. Within this context, accessing the error associated with atmospheric humidity

measurement and the validation of IWV quantification from different techniques is very

important in these regions. Using data collected during RACCI/DRY-TO-WET (Radiation,

Cloud, and Climate Interactions in Amazonia during the DRY-TO-WET Transition Season) an

experiment carried out in Southwestern Amazonia in 2002, this paper presents quality analysis of

IWV (Integrated Water Vapor) measurements from RS80 radiosondes, a suite of GPS (Global

Positioning System) receivers, an AERONET (AErosol RObotic NETwork) solar radiometer, and

humidity sounding from HSB (Humidity Sounder for Brazil) aboard the AQUA satellite. When

compared to RS80 IWV values, the RMS (Root Mean Square) from the AERONET and HSB

sensor and GPS are to the order of 2.7, 7.7 and 4.3 kg m-2, respectively. The difference generated

between IWV from the GPS receiver and RS80 during daytime was larger than the nighttime

period due to the combination of the influence of high ionospheric activity during the RACCI

experiment and a daytime drier bias from the RS80.

1. Introduction

There is a consensus that atmospheric water vapor plays a crucial role in the atmospheric

processes. This atmospheric component makes the largest contribution to the greenhouse effect
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and its distribution is associated with cloud concentration and rainfall. Water vapor advection and

the release of latent heat influence the vertical stability and the structure and evolution of

atmospheric storm systems.

Water vapor is the atmospheric component that has the greatest temporal and spatial

variability. It can vary by several orders of magnitude in location and height during a short period

of time. Low precision and a lack of continuous water vapor measurement is one of the major

error sources for short-term precipitation forecasts (Kuo 1996). Nowadays, to minimize the effect

of such error in numerical weather prediction, several devices are used to operationally measure

IWV (Integrated Water Vapor), some of them with high temporal distribution, such as

radiometers, ground-based GPS (Global Positioning System) receivers and humidity sounding

satellites. Each device has different advantages over the others. While radiosondes present

relative humidity values with good vertical resolution, the radiometer and GPS receivers present

IWV with good temporal resolution, and the humidity satellite sounding presents a good spatial

coverage. Several comparison and intercomparison experiments of these devices have been

carried out in the last years to characterize and to improve the accuracy of the atmospheric water

vapor measurements. Radiosondes have been intercompared in several experiments and very

important results to improve this technique have been obtained. Turner et al. 2003, Miller et al.

1999, Guichard et al. 2000, Miloshevich et al. 2001 and Wang et al. 2002 suggested the usage of

an altitude-independent scale factor and corrections in the humidity measurement from the

Vaisala RS80H radiosonde. As the RS80 is the most commonly used radiosonde nowadays, its

performance was evaluated in operational usage comparing it with a more sophisticated humidity

sensor (Paukkunen et al. 2001; Wang et al. 2001; Fujiwara et al. 2003). Several papers have

shown GPS receiver performance in the quantification of atmospheric water vapor by comparing

theirs results with those obtained from radiosondes and radiometers (Bevis et al. 1992; Duan et
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al. 1996; Ware et al. 1997; Rocken et al. 1997; Emardson et al. 2000; Tsuda et al. 1998; Reigber

et al. 2002; Marel 2001 and others). Radiosondes and GPS receivers were used in the validation

of the new humidity measurement techniques, like solar radiometer (Ingold et al. 2000) and

humidity sounding satellite (Wolfe and Gutman 2000) and were also used in experiments with

intensive water vapor observation periods (Revercomb et al. 2003) to characterize and to improve

the accuracy of the water vapor measurements.

The Amazonian region is characterized by large space-time variability in the humidity

fields due to the intense convective process, which is frequent in this region, associated with the

great humidity potential generated by high temperatures. This region is one of the most humid on

the planet, where the IWV average is to the order of 50 kg m-2 (Sapucci et al. 2004). Nowadays,

the impact of land use change on the climatological, ecological, biogeochemical and hydrological

functioning of Amazonia and the interactions between Amazonia and the Earth’s system are

being investigated. Some researchers suspect that the increasing clearing of forest for agricultural

activity will affect the hydrologic cycle (IWV in particular) and consequently the rainfall regime

in several areas, making severe modifications to the global climate (Nobre et al. 1991; Manzi and

Planton 1996). In this context, accessing the error associated with atmospheric humidity

measurement and the validation of IWV quantification from indirect techniques, which can

generate high spatial (satellite-based) and temporal (GPS receiver and radiometer) resolution, are

very important in these regions.

An experiment with intensive collection of physical and chemical information from the

atmosphere was accomplished in 2002, during the transition from the dry to wet season. This

experiment is denominated RACCI/DRY-TO-WET (Radiation, Cloud, and Climate Interactions

in Amazonia during the DRY-TO-WET Transition Season) (Silva Dias et al. 2002) and was

carried out in several cities in the State of Rondônia, Brazil, where the clearing of forest for
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agriculture and cattle raising is quite advanced. The main aim of RACCI is to understand the

physical processes that control the transition season in Southwestern Amazonia and the regional

effects of aerosols generated from biomass burning, which is quite common practice in this area

at the end of the dry season. The interaction between these aerosols, the water vapor and liquid

water is an important subject regarding the RACCI experiment. Consequently, IWV with high

resolution contribute with the understanding of physics process involved in anthropogenic

changes and the climate. IWV quantification by radiosondes, GPS receiver, radiometer and

humidity sounding satellite was used to investigate the interaction between aerosols from

biomass burning and physics process involved in the atmospheric water vapor cycle.

The goal of this study is to characterize the quality of IWV measurements from

radiosondes, GPS receiver, solar radiometer and sounding satellite in the Amazonia region. The

details of the instruments and collected data are described in section 2. In section 3 data

processing from different techniques for water vapor atmospheric quantification is presented. The

results obtained from the comparison of IWV from radiosondes, radiometer, humidity satellite

sounding and the GPS receiver are presented in Section 4. In Section 5 the main results are

summarized and conclusions are presented.

2. Instruments used and collected data for IWV quantification in the RACCI experiment

The RACCI experiment was composed of several sites with intensive collection of

atmospheric information located in the Rondônia State into the Amazonian Region. The sites

involved in the IWV experiment are called Abracos - Faz. N. Senhora, Guajará Mirim and Porto

Velho, hereafter denominated the ABRA, GJMI and PTVE stations, respectively. Figure 1 shows

the geographic localization of the RACCI experiment stations. The period of the experiment was
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from 12 September to 3 November 2002. The instruments used in the IWV comparison

experiment were:

Radiosonde: All radiosondes used were Vaisala, model RS80-15G. The launch times were 00

UTC, 12 UTC and 18 UTC in the ABRA station and 00 UTC and 12 UTC in the GJMI and

PTVE stations. In the first and last 15 days of the campaign launching was intensified, with extra

launches at 06 UTC, 15 UTC and 21 UTC in the ABRA station and 06 UTC and 18 UTC in the

GJMI and PTVE stations. A total of 214 radiosondes were released in ABRA, 143 in GJMI and

110 in PTVE during the RACCI experiment.

Solar radiometer: In the ABRA station there is a CIMEL CE-318 Sun-Sky photometer

operating since 1999 in the worldwide AERONET scope. The analysis of solar transmission

measurements near the absorption band at 940 nanometers provides IWV several times between

sunrise and sunset (Holben et al. 1998).

Humidity satellite sounding: The humidity from satellite sounding used here was obtained from

AQUA satellite. The IWV retrieved from the AQUA satellite were obtained by the Humidity

Sounder for Brazil (HSB) sensor (Lambrigtsen and Calheiros 2003).

GPS receiver: GPS data used to derive the IWV value during the RACCI experiment was

collected using one ASHTECH receiver, ZXII model installed in the ABRA station (Marine C

antenna), and two TOPCON brand, LEGACY-H model in the GJMI and PTVE stations (Legant

E antenna). In the ABRA station the GPS antenna was installed in a metal base and in the GJMI

station a metal stem, fixed on a building, was used. In the PTVE station it was installed in a

tripod on the control tower at Porto Velho airport.

The data collect period for each measurement type in each site was not equal due to

operational constraints related to the installation and uninstalling process for the devices
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involved. Table 1 summarizes the collection period for each technique together with the

geographic localization of the RACCI stations.

3. Data processing

The IWV from radiosondes were obtained applying the following expression

∫=
h

h
w

0

dhIWV ρ . (1)

with wρ (z) the water vapor density at height z from h0 to the top of the atmosphere h. The wρ

was calculated using radiosonde dew point temperature and pressure measured along the

atmospheric vertical column. The minimum height of the vertical column considered in this

process was 8 km. A total of 14, 6 and 8 radiosondes in the ABRA, GJMI and PTVE stations,
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Solar transmission measurements from the CIMEL instrument (AERONET) are
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where m is the relative optical air mass, a function of the solar zenith angle, V0(λ) is the

instrument calibration constant, d is the Earth-Sun distance, τR, τ3 and τa are Raleigh scattering by

air molecules, absorption owing to O3 and attenuation caused by aerosol particles, respectively.

The a and b are constants, whose were obtained using and LOWTRAN 7 radiative transfer model

(Schmid et al. 2001). Such a procedure is meaningfully dependent on the representation of water

vapor absorption that is adopted to provide the dataset of benchmark results from which a and b

coefficients are derived. A first version of the AERONET was called level 1.5. However,

previous studies have shown that the atmospheric transmittance at 940 nm (and hence estimates

of water vapor content from solar transmission measurements at this band) can be substantially

affected by changes in line parameters (Schmid et al. 2001), in the continuum model (Vogelmann

et al. 1998) and even in the radiative transfer line-by-line model used for obtaining benchmark

results (Plana-Fattori et al. 2004). The production of AERONET Level 2.0 results takes into

account a recently updated algorithm for estimating the water vapor content. Such an update

involves the application of a more reliable representation of the water vapor line and continuum

absorption regimes near 940 nm, into a more reliable radiative transfer model (Dr. A. Smirnov,

NASA/GSFC, personal communication, 2006).

The HSB was designed to detect radiances in the bands of 150 and 183 GHz with

smaller susceptibility to radiofrequency than the AMSU-B sensor (Rosenkranz 2001). The HSB

is composed of three channels around the absorption band of the water vapor (183.31 GHz ± 1, ±

3 and ± 7 GHz) and another one in the atmosphere window around 150 GHz. The HSB horizontal

resolution is about 14 km in the nadir direction. IWV were retrieved only when the cloud cover

was lower than 30%. Considering this constraint, the number of computed IWV was only 24,

considering all stations (5 in ABRA, 11 in GJMI and 8 in PTVE). The IWV from the HSB sensor
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were retrieved employing a method based on a lineal regression of the HSB channels (Lima and

Machado 2006), in which the IWV in the layer n is express by:

∑
=

+=
N

i
ibi TnbnanIWV

1
)()()()( ν ,                                              (3)

where N is the number of HSB channel combinations used, a(n) and bi(n) are regression

coefficients and Tb(νi) is the brightness temperature measurement at νi frequency. The

coefficients for this regression were obtained using the radiosondes launched in the RACCI

experiment and RTTOV-7 radiative transfer model to simulate the brightness temperatures of the

HSB channels (Lima and Machado 2006).

The zenithal tropospheric delay (ZTD) were obtained by processing the GPS data using

GOA-II software (Gregorius 1996) using the precise point positioning pos-processed method.

This technique uses the absolute method (Duan et al. 1996) to retrieve IWV values, which does

not require a reference IWV observation from another instrument. The zenithal wet delay (ZWD)

was obtained from ZTD after removing the zenithal hydrostatic delay using an appropriated model

(Davis et al. 1985), which requires the atmospheric pressure measurements. The ZWD were

converted into IWV by using the tropospheric mean temperature (Tm) together with the

relationship suggested by Bevis et al. (1992):
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where wR = (461.5181) Jkg-1K-1 is the specific gas constant for water vapor and '
2k  and 3k  are

atmospheric refractivity constants (Bevis et al. 1994).The Tm were obtained from temperature
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(Ts) and pressure (Ps) measured at surface and applying a Tm model for the Amazonian Regions

(Sapucci et al. 2006), which presents an RMS (Root Mean Square) values to the order of 1.8 K.

4. Results and discussion

As the radiosondes accomplish the humidity measurements in a direct way, the IWV from

RS80 were used to analyze the results obtained from AERONET, the HSB sensor and GPS

receivers. The results were presented using scatterplots (Figs 2, 3, 4 and 5) and the statistical

information is given in tabular form in Table 2.

AERONET solar radiometer comparison with RS80 radiosondes. Figure 2 presents the

scattering diagram of 38 data pairs between IWV from AERONET 1.5 level and RS80

radiosonde. We clearly see an overestimation of the IWV derived by AERONET 1.5 level. The

Standard Deviation (S.D.) (2.0 kg m-2) is much smaller than the bias (+6.5 kg m-2), revealing that

systematic error is present in this comparison. In addition, the correlation coefficient (r) between

these techniques is large (r of 0.93) and the slope (1.03) indicates that AERONET and RS80

present similar sensitivity to IWV, although the interception value is also considerably large

(+5.2 kg m-2). Figure 2 also shows the discrepancies between the two techniques as a function of

the RS80 IWV value. The adjusted line of discrepancies as a function of RS80 IWV (Fig. 2b) is

parabolic in shape and shows that the largest disagreement between these techniques is in the

interval between 37 and 45 kg m-2, in which the dispersion is very large and the discrepancies in

some cases were near 10 kg m-2. If such a large bias was observed for the AERONET 1.5 level,

for level 2.0 smaller discrepancies were observed. Figure 3 presents the scattering diagram of the

IWV from AERONET 2.0 level as a function of RS80 IWV. Comparing Fig 3a to Fig. 2a it can
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be seen that AERONET IWV from level 2.0 are drastically drier than level 1.5. Therefore, the

large overestimate presented in the level 1.5 was removed in the level 2.0 (bias of -2.1 kg m-2).

Besides, the level 2.0 also presented important improvement in the precision of the IWV (S.D.

1.8 kg m-2) and consequently, the RMS are significantly better in the level 2.0 (2.7 kg m-2). The

plot in Fig. 2b makes it evident that those discrepancies increase significantly when IWV

becomes larger. The adjusted line of discrepancies is always negative showing that for IWV

lower than 40 kg m-2 the tendency of the discrepancy nears the zero line, but decreases

vertiginously otherwise. Version 2.0 corrected the wetter trend of version 1.5 by drying all and

consequently, nearly all are drier than the radiosonde.

HSB sensor comparison with RS80 radiosondes. The results obtained in the comparison

between IWV from the RS80 and HSB sensor are presented in Figure 4. Due to the constraint of

nearly clear sky on producing HSB IWV values, very scarce during the RACCI experiment, only

a small number of RS80-HSB coincident measurements (9 data pairs) were considered. HSB

IWV is wetter than RS80 (bias of 1.9 kg m-2) and the dispersion is very large (S.D. of 7.5 kg m-2).

The adjusted line of discrepancies (Fig. 4b) shows that this wetter tendency decreases when IWV

become larger. The discrepancy tendency is initially positive and decreases crossing the zero line

when IWV value is 41 kg m-2. In addition, the slope value (0.28) reveals that the HSB and RS80

present different sensitivity to IWV and the interception value is quite large (+30.5 kg m-2).

GPS receiver comparison with RS80 radiosonde. Figure 5 shows a scattering diagram and

discrepancies from the GPS IWV as a function of the RS80 IWV ones. The scatter plots from

Fig. 5 reveal that GPS technique presented a tendency to overestimate humidity in relation to the

RS80 radiosonde. The observed bias were 3.2, 3.3 and 1.7 kg m-2 (or 6.3, 6.5 and 3.4 %), in the

ABRA (Fig. 5a), GJMI (Fig. 5c) and PTVE (Fig. 5e) stations, respectively. Between GPS

receiver and RS80 there was a substantial difference in the sensitivity to IWV values, as indicated
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by the slope of the regression line. In the GJMI station, where the bias value is larger, the slope

(0.95) value was closer to the unity than the one from PTVE (0.68) where the lowest bias was

found. Another point worthy of attention in Fig. 5 is the large dispersion between the IWV from

these techniques, mostly in the ABRA and GJMI stations, where the RMS in both stations were

to the order of 4.0 kg m-2. The IWV from PTVE presented the lowest dispersion (RMS value

generated was 2.9 kg m-2), but the correlation coefficient (r of 0.79) value reveals that the

correlation between IWV from RS80 radiosondes in this station is worse than those from the

ABRA and GJMI stations (r of 0.86 and 0.90, respectively). The adjust line of discrepancies in

the ABRA and GJMI stations has a parabolic shape showing that the tendency is larger when the

IWV is within the interval of 37 - 52 kg m-2. This shape is similar to that generated in the

comparison between IWV from AERONET and RS80 (Figs. 2b and 3b). In the PTVE station the

adjust line of discrepancies has a rectilinear shape and shows that the discrepancy tendency is

initially positive and decreases crossing the zero line and turning negative at the end, though the

dispersion is larger along this adjust line. Probably, this difference in the adjust line shape is due

to the difference in the range of IWV, because in the PTVE station they were above 42 kg m-2,

while in the other GPS stations 30 kg m-2 were obtained.

a. Analysis of the results

Table 2 summarizes the results of the various techniques used for measuring IWV,

presenting statistical measurements and coefficients generated in the comparisons of all the

possible combinations with RS80. In this analysis, the comparison between HSB and AERONET

is not considered because there are only 3 data pairs available. An analysis of the numbers

presented in this table shows the following:
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→ The RS80 presents a tendency to underestimate the IWV when other techniques are

considered as a reference (with the exception of the AERONET 2.0 level). This result is

similar to ones obtained by other works, which reported that RS80 appears to have a dry bias

(Turner et al. 2003; Revercomb et al. 2003; Sapucci et al. 2005);

→ The difference between IWV from AERONET 1.5 and 2.0 levels is around 18.5 % and is

larger than expected. Schmid et al. (2001) reported that the IWV generated by the

methodology applied in the 2.0 level is 13 % lower than in comparison with the AERONET

1.5 level;

→ It can be observed that IWV quantification from GPS tends to generate smaller values than

those obtained from AERONET 1.5 level (bias of -2.33 kg m-2 or 4.5 %) and the correlation

coefficient (r) between these techniques is the largest (r of 0.97). Previous intercomparison

experiment showed that the AERONET IWV is about 6.8 % wetter than MWR (Microwave

Radiometer) (Schmid et al. 2001). Emardson et al. (2000) using GPS data processing similar

to the one used here, taking into account 141,864 pairs of data showed that GPS IWV are

only 2.5 % wetter than MWR IWV values. These results suggest that GPS IWV is 4.3 % drier

than CIMEL IWV values, which is a result near to the one generated in this comparison (4.5

%). However, when GPS IWV is compared to AERONET 2.0 level this tendency is very

large and opposite (bias of -5.9 kg m-2). In both AERONET levels the SD between these

techniques was low;

→ The comparison between GPS and HSB sensor shows that HSB IWV is slightly wetter than

GPS (bias of +1.0 kg m-2, the lowest, or 2%), however, the dispersion is very large (S.D. of

4.15 kg m-2 or 8.1 %). The slope (0.68) reveal that HSB and GPS receiver present different

sensitivity to IWV and the interception value is quite large (+14.168 kg m-2);
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→ The tendency to overestimate humidity presented by the GPS technique, with relation to the

RS80 radiosonde, is similar to results obtained in previous works, but at a lower magnitude.

Emardson et al. (2000) using 1726 radiosondes showed that IWV from GPS data were 0.8 kg

m-2 wetter than the ones from radiosonde data and Ingold et al. (2000) found a wetter bias of

1.76 kg m-2. However, all these studies were not held over wetter tropical regions like the

Amazon region.

On the contrary, the other comparisons between GPS and RS80 involved different devices

in the three RACCI stations, for a total of 385 data pairs. These characteristics allow further

investigation of the behavior of the discrepancies generated in this comparison. In the following

section, a detailed tendency and dispersion analysis of the results is described.

b. Tendency and dispersion analysis of the GPS and RS80 comparison

Ionosphere-induced error can be one of the possible reasons for the bias that GPS IWV

presented in comparison with RS80, which has been wetter than other intercomparison

experiments. The free electrons in the ionosphere affect the propagation of the GPS signal (Leick

1995) generating error, such that is inversely proportional to the square of the carrier frequency

and proportional to the total electron content (TEC) along the path between the satellite and

receiver. The TEC is mainly a function of incident solar radiation flux that can vary by a wide

range of phenomenon, such as: sunspot cycle, the rotation of the sun, the Earth’s magnetic field,

season and localization (Spilker 1994). Seeber (1993) describes this relation as a power series of

1/f (f is carrier frequency) where the higher-order terms are frequently ignored. The negligence of

these terms in the GPS processing can result in residual errors related to the ZTD during high solar

activity (Brunner and Gu 1991), as in the Amazonian region during the RACCI experiment.
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The most important factors influencing the ionospheric activity during the RACCI

experiment were its location and the sunspot cycle (periodicity of approximately 11 years). The

RACCI GPS stations were localized near the geomagnetic equator, in which the incident solar

energy is larger than other regions, and the data collection was carried out during a period of high

sunspot count, in which the terrestrial atmosphere ionization is intensified (Kunches 2001). The

effects of sunspot counts on the GPS signal can be observed in the temporal series of the Earth's

mean TEC (Figure 6) (Available at: http://www.aiub.unibe.ch/ionosphere.html>). The RACCI

experiment was held close to the maximum period of sunspot cycle when the mean TEC values

were sufficiently high (TEC of 40 1016el m-2), being four times larger than the minimum period in

this cycle.

As the error in the GPS signal generated by ionosphere depend of the carried frequency,

the TEC can be obtained applying a linear combination of P code from two carried frequencies:

L1 at 1.57542 GHz and L2 at 1.22760 GHz (see Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. (2001) for more

details). Figure 7 shows the line-of-sight TEC average as a function of local hours and the

statistics generated in the different RACCI stations in order to show the correlation between the

ionosphere’s direct influence on the GPS signal and bias from the comparison between the GPS

and RS80. The statistical information is shown in this figure as a function of the synoptic

launching time of radiosondes because they are most used for operational purposes. The average

TEC value varied substantially during the days of the RACCI experiment. Similar to results

reported by Batista et al. (1994) related to the ionosphere in the equatorial region, the TEC

maximum pick was around 14 LT (local time) and the minimum one was around 06 LT. During

the day the TEC increases induced by incident solar energy, and the night it is reduced because

the free electrons tend to recombine with ions.
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As is clearly seen in Fig. 7, the bias is larger when the ionospheric activity is larger. The

bias at 12 UTC (+3.9, +4.1 and +2.4 kg m-2 in the ABRA, GJMI and PTVE stations, respectively)

and at 18 UTC (+4.3, +4.1 and +3.3 kg m-2, respectively) is almost twice as larger as the bias

from the radiosondes launched at 00 UTC (+1.9, +2.7 and +1.2 kg m-2, respectively) and at 06

UTC (+1.1, +2.3 and -0.2 kg m-2, respectively). Note that the best agreement is found in the

radiosondes launched at 06 UTC (02 LT) and worst one to considering radiosondes at 18 UTC

(14 LT).

The other point that needs to be considered is the RS80´s tendency in generating drier

IWV during daytime than during nighttime. Turner et al. (2003), using a microwave radiometer,

suggested that daytime RS80 is typically 3%-4% drier than nighttime. Sapucci et al. (2005), in a

WMO radiosonde intercomparison experiment in Brazil, reported drier diurnal behavior to the

order of 5.9% (or 2.9 kg m-2, if RACCI IWV mean of 50.6 kg m-2 was considered) when RS80 is

compared against the Snow White humidity sensor.

The period of the day in which ionospheric activity is larger coincides with the period

where the largest wet bias from RS80 is observed. The combination of these two factors is

probably the main reason for the fact that the bias found in this experiment is larger than in

previous work results. If one considers only the nighttime radiosondes (where the ionospheric

activity is reduced and the drier bias of the RS80 is lower) the bias value is of the same order as

the results reported by Emardson et al. (2000) and Ingold et al. (2000), even though we are

working over a very wet tropical region.

Van Baelen et al. (2005) using data from GPS receiver, RS90 radiosondes and

microwave radiometer collected during a 3-month campaign in Toulouse, France, in the same

period of the RACCI experiment, reported results similar to the ones found here. The difference

between IWV from radiosonde and GPS receiver was clearly much larger at daytime than at
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nighttime. Although the authors have not mentioned the high ionospheric activity in this period, it

likely contributed for such results. Additionally, these authors reported that GPS IWV estimates,

when compared to radiosondes, present a tendency almost linear from a significant negative bias

(-1.0 kg m-2) in dry atmospheric conditions (less than 15 kg m-2) to very larger positive bias (+3,0

kg m-2) in atmospheric conditions with larger humidity content (larger than 35 kg m-2). Such

tendency is confirmed in the results presented in the RACCI experiment, in which a bias of the

4.3 kg m-2 was obtained with IWV average in the order of 50 kg m-2.

Another result that must be discussed is the different magnitude of the bias generated in

PTVE (1.71 kg m-2) and the other RACCI GPS stations (around 3.2 kg m-2 in ABRA and GJMI).

In ABRA, in contrast with the other RACCI stations, the number of radiosondes launched during

the daytime period (106 radiosondes) was much larger than the ones launched during the

nighttime periods (61 radiosondes). Consequently, the influence of the ionosphere modeling

residuals and RS80 daytime drier bias in the final bias in this station was more significant than

the others. In order to investigate this assumption, analysis was carried out where only the

simultaneous IWV-GPS and IWV-RS80 value pairs in three RACCI GPS stations were

considered. The number of data pairs resultant was 61. In this circumstance, the bias value in the

ABRA station was reduced from +3.2 to +2.3 kg m-2, while in the other stations the bias

remained practically unchanged (the bias remained +3.2 and +1.5 kg m-2 in GJMI and PTVE,

respectively) as expected. The most probable reason for the different bias between the GJMI and

PTVE stations is due to the multipath effects (see Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. (2001) for a detailed

description) in the GPS signal reception. As the receiver brand and models are the same, the

problem may be associated with the local where the receivers were installed. As the GJMI GPS

receiver was installed over a roof, only few centimeters above it, this condition may generate

more multipath than the PTVE receiver, which was installed in an open area. In order to
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investigate this possibility, a quality control algorithm was applied based on TEQC (Translation

Edit Quality Check) software (Estey and Meertens 1999). Therefore, it was possible to obtain the

mean of the multipath of the GPS observables for the different stations, which are shown for one

day as an example in Figure 8 (22 October 2002). From this figure one can observe that in the

GJMI station there was a period (00 at 05 UTC) where the multipath effect is more significant

than in the other stations. This period coincides with that one where the ionospheric activity is

reduced and the RS80 drier bias is smaller. Consequently, the bias value in the GJMI station was

kept relatively high during that period, while in the other stations it was considerably reduced. If

only the radiosondes launched at 06 UTC is considered, the bias value in the GJMI station was

+2.3 kg m-2, while in ABRA and PTVE they were +1.1 kg m-2 and -0.2 kg m-2 respectively.

The S. D. was similar for the three stations (about of 4.5 % or 2.3 kg m-2) and relatively

better than the ones found in the other experiments. Emardson et al. (2000), using 1,726

radiosondes launched in European region (IWV medium of 20 kg m-2), found S.D. to the order of

7.5 % (1.5 kg m-2). Fig. 6 shows that the S.D. is nearly constant for different radiosonde

launching time (about 2.0 kg m-2) for all stations even under high ionospheric activity. This result

is important because the S.D. is associated with stochastic error, and such reduced values provide

an indication that the applied methodology is appropriated. Of course, the bias values, which are

associated with systematic errors from the signal’s multipath, high order ionosphere effects, and

other non-modeled effects, significantly affected the RMS generated between the GPS and RS80

radiosondes. In the absence of such bias the resultant RMS would be similar to S.D. values.
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5. Summary and conclusions

IWV retrieved from different techniques were analyzed during the RACCI experiment

carried out in Amazonian Region on September and October 2002. Three remote IWV

quantification techniques were used: two ground-based (GPS receivers and an AERONET

photometer) and one space-based (HSB sensor), whose results were compared with RS80

radiosondes which, unlike the other techniques, accomplish the measurements in a direct way.

In summary, the results generated in the different comparisons suggest that RS80 presents

a tendency to underestimate the IWV when compared against the other indirect techniques. The

presence of some residuals of correction for the RS80 dry bias described by Wang et al. (2002)

can have influenced this result. When compared to the GPS IWV values, it was shown that the

AERONET 1.5 level and HSB sensor overestimate the IWV by +2.3 kg m-2 (+4.5 %) and +1.0 kg

m-2 (1.9 %) respectively, while AERONET 2.0 level and RS80 underestimate by -5.9 kg m-2

(11.5 %) and -2.9 kg m-2 (5.7 %), respectively. The HSB sensor presented the lowest bias (in

comparison with GPS), but also the worst dispersion (in the comparison with RS80) (RMS of 7.7

kg m-2).

The new version of the IWV from AERONET (level 2.0) was able to remove the

systematic error present in the level 1.5, which overestimates the IWV when compared with

RS80. However, the results presented here shown that this new version underestimate the

humidity for IWV above 40 kg m-2. In this circumstance the AERONET level 2.0 generated IWV

lower than RS80, which present suspect that it underestimates the atmospheric humidity.

The difference generated between IWV from the GPS receiver and the RS80 was high

probably due the combination of the influence of Ionospheric effects (the RACCI experiment was

carried out during a period of high ionospheric activity) in the GPS signal and drier daytime bias
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of the RS80. If only the radiosondes launched during nighttime in the three stations are

considered, the RMS value was of 2.7 kg m-2 (only 5.4 %) while for the ones launched during

daytime the RMS value was 4.8 kg m-2 (8.6 %).
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 - Geographic localization of the RACCI experiment stations.

Figure 2 - Scattering diagrams of the AERONET IWV from level 1.5 (a) and discrepancies (b) as

a function of the RS80 IWV in the ABRA station.

Figure 3 - Same as Fig. 2, but using AERONET IWV from level 2.0.

Figure 4 - Scattering diagrams of the HSB IWV as a function of the RS80 IWV in the ABRA,

GJMI and PTVE stations.

Figure 5 - Scattering diagrams of the GPS IWV from RACCI GPS stations as a function of the

RS80 IWV values.

Figure 6 – Time series of the Earth's mean TEC from 1 January 1995 to 6 February 2006 (Source:

Center for Orbit Determination in Europe. Available in:

http://www.aiub.unibe.ch/ionosphere.html>).

Figure 7 - The line-of-sight TEC average as a function of local time (LT) and statistical

measurements of the comparison between the GPS and RS80 in function radiosonde

launching synoptic time.

Figure 8 - Mean of multipath in the GPS signal in the three RACCI GPS stations (6 October

2002).
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Tables

TABLE 1 Sites and periods of data collection under consideration in this study.

RACCI
Station

Latitude Longitude Collect
Period

Radiosonde
launching

GPS
receiver

HSB
Sensor

AERONET
radiometer

Begin Sep. 12th Sep. 21st Sep. 12th Sep. 01st

ABRA 10°45’S 62°21’W
End Nov. 03rd Nov. 03rd Nov. 03rd Nov. 15th

Begin Sep. 20th Sep. 18th Sep. 12th …
PTVE 08°42’S 63°53’W

End Oct. 29th Oct. 29th Nov. 03rd …

Begin Sep. 15th Sep. 15th Sep. 12th …
GJMI 10°45’S 65°18’W

End Oct. 28th Oct. 28th Nov. 03rd …
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TABLE 2. Statistical measurements and coefficient generated in the several comparisons

between different IWV quantification techniques used in the RACCI experiment.

Statistical measurement Coefficient

Comparison
Number of
considered
data pairs Bias

(kg m-2)
S. D.

(kg m-2)
RMS

(kg m-2) Correlation Slope Intercept

AERONET (1.5) - RS80
ABRA

38 +6.470 2.045 6.785 0.928 1.029 +5.242

AERONET (2.0) - RS80
ABRA

33 -2.065 1.783 2.729 0.799 6.389 0.928

HSB - RS80
All station

9 +1.907 7.471 7.711 0.559 0.287 30.457

GPS - RS80
ABRA

167 +3.167 2.463 4.012 0.857 0.784 +12.826

GPS - RS80
GJMI

121 +3.279 2.354 4.037 0.902 0.948 +5.545

GPS - RS80
PTVE

97 +1.710 2.281 2.851 0.791 0.678 +17.597

AERONET (1.5) - GPS
ABRA

298 +2.328 1.640 2.848 0.966 0.819 +6.328

AERONET (2.0) - GPS
ABRA

295 -5.938 1.679 6.171 0.940 1.051 +3.944

HSB - GPS
All station

24 +1.006 4.152 4.272 0.788 0.678 +14.168
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